Volcano!!! Baking Soda and Vinegar React!
Problem / Testable Question
I want to find out what happens when you mix
baking soda and vinegar together.

Materials
Quantity (detailed list)
1 tablespoons
Half cup
1
1

Materials (be specific)
Baking soda
vinegar
Measuring cup
Volcano kit

Photos
1

2

3

4

Conclusion
When we mixed baking soda with vinegar, we
got a chemical reaction that was exactly what
we thought would happen. The mixture made
carbon dioxide. That’s a gas and it caused the
liquids to bubble out of the volcano. In the real
world, this is important because if you’re
cleaning something you shouldn’t mix these two
chemicals together.

Background Information
When you mix baking soda and vinegar it
creates a new chemical substance called
sodium acetate,water,and carbon dioxide. This
happens in two different steps. First, you get
carbonic acid and sodium acetate. Second,the
carbonic acid turns into water,and carbon
dioxide.

Procedure
References

1. Assemble and paint the Volcano following
instructions in the kit
2. Pour 1 tablespoon of baking soda into the
volcano.
3. Pour ½ cup of vinegar into the volcano on top
of the baking soda.

Chart

4. Stand back and watch!
We only did this experiment one time because we
were demonstrating what happens. When you mix
the two chemicals.so there isnt a chart,or a graph.

Hypothesis

Britanica Kids.; @Encyclopedia Kids, Inc. January 17, 2022.

What variable was changed in your experiment?
(Independent Variable)
Were not changing any variables. This experiment is a
demonstration

What variable was measured in your experiment?
(Dependent Variable)
We’re not measuring any variables we’re just seeing
how much fizz will come out of the top of the volcano.

“

baking

soda and vinegar reaction - Students |
Britannica Kids | Homework Help

When you mix baking soda and vinegar it make
new chemicals that make fizzy bubbles come
out the the volcano.

Variables

Chmielewski, Kenny. “Chemical Reaction: Baking Soda and Vinegar”;

Author unknown; “what happens when you mix vinegar and
baking soda?”; wonderopilis.com.; january 17, 2022.;
https://www.wonderopolis.org/wonder/what-happens-whenyou-mix-vinegar-and-baking-soda

Results
We put the baking soda in the volcano chamber
then adde vinegar. Then, it made water, sodium
acetate, and carbon dioxide. The carbon dioxide
made bubbles come out of the top of the
volcano and flow down the sides.

Graph

Davis, Susan. “What happens when you mix vinegar and
baking soda to inflate a balloon” .; january 17
,2022.;https://sciencing.com/happens-soda-vinegar-inflateballoon-8207228.html

We only did this experiment one time because we
were demonstrating what happens. When you mix
the two chemicals.so there isnt a chart,or a graph.

Photo and Display Credits
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Reflections on Learning
Please answer the following
questions about your project.

1. Where did you do your project and who
supervised you?
ANSWER: I did the project in my house and my
mom supervised me.

2. Please fill out the chart with the safety
risks for your project and the safety
measures you used.
Possible Safety Risk

Safety Measures Used
Parent Supervised

Example: Handled Liquid
Chemicals

3. What gave you the idea for this project?
ANSWER: I wanted to do the volcano erupting
with baking soda and vinegar because I
wanted to see it erupt in person.

Wore gloves and washed
hands after use

Example: Plants Grew Mold Threw plants away as soon
as they molded

ANSWER:
Possible Safety Risk

Safety Measures Used

Working with vinegar

Wear gloves

Getting chemicals in eyes

Wear safety goggles

Did you follow all of the Austin Energy
Regional Science Fest’s Elementary Rules
and Guidelines?
ANSWER:
Yes, I did.

4. What did you learn from doing your
project?
ANSWER: I learned that when two chemicals
react, they become new chemicals.
Sometimes the new chemicals don’t behave
the same as the original chemicals.

5. What would you change about the project
and why?
ANSWER: I would put red dye in the vinegar to
make it look like lava. I would also want to
make it explode more by using more vinegar
and baking soda.

6. What new questions do you have?
ANSWER: What would happen if I used different
amounts of baking soda and vinegar? Also, if I
used a bottle instead of a volcano could I get
enough gas to inflate the balloon?

7. Is there anything else you want to tell your
judge?
ANSWER: This is my first science project and it
was fun.

Elementary Science Fest Rules and Deadlines
Elementary Rules and
Guidelines
• Students need to complete all paperwork
requirements and meet all deadlines.
• Projects that are NOT allowed:
❖ Firearms, explosives or discharge air pressure
canister devices (i.e. potato guns)
❖ Growing bacteria or mold of any type is
NOT ALLOWED
❖ Causing pain, suffering, sickness or death of an
animal
❖ Any activity or substance that presents a
danger to the student or the environment,
including hazardous chemicals or radioactive
materials
❖ Projects that break local and/or state and/or
federal law
❖ Projects that involve fermentation and/or
distillation of any amount of drinkable alcohol
like Kombucha, wine, beer, etc.
• Students should reference at least three
sources that they used to get background
information for their project.
• Students can make a copy of this document,
and then use the template on slide 1 to
create their Science Fest board. Students
should answer all questions on slide 2.
• The document must be saved as a pdf
before it is submitted.

Deadline
The virtual Science Fair presentation and all
paperwork must be turned in to the student’s
teacher by January 19, 2022.

Project Board Template
• The first slide in this document is a template
for students to use for their Science Fest
boards. It has sections for all key information
needed.
• Students can make a copy and use this
template to create their Science Fest boards.
Formatting to change colors, text box sizes,
move panels, etc. is acceptable. Students
can delete text in the gray text boxes and
insert their information. We want the
students’ personalities to show in their
boards, but students need to follow the rules
as to what needs to be included.
• The “Reflections on Learning Questions” are
REQUIRED for students to answer (slide 2).
Do not delete or rearrange these. Students
should answer them in the order they are on
the slide.
• There is an example Science Fest board on
the final slide to use as an example.

Virtual Science Fair
Presentation Rules
• Students must send their virtual Science Fair
presentations to their teachers before the
deadline.
• The file for the presentation must be saved as
a pdf.
• Name the file “FirstNameLastName.pdf”
• The presentation must include the Science
Fest board on slide 1 and completed
Reflections on Learning Questions on slide 2.
• Font on all slides must be 16pt or larger.
• No photographs of faces may be on the
project board.
• The slides may NOT include any animations
or videos.
• The slides may NOT include any offensive or
inappropriate images or photographs.
• The slides may NOT include any personal
information such as student name, email
address, home address, phone number, or
social media contacts.

This is an example of a Science Fest Board.

The Effect of Soil Type on Plant Growth
Materials

Problem / Testable Question
How will changing the type of soil affect the
growth of a plant?

Background Information
Plants produce their own food (sugar) using
energy from the sun, water from soil, and
carbon dioxide from the air. Plant roots absorb
water and other things from soil. Different soils
have different sizes and amounts of weathered
rock and humus. The spaces between rock
pieces affect the water that soil can hold for
plants to use.

Hypothesis
I think if the space between soil particles is
made smaller by adding humus, then the plants
will grow taller because less space between
particles will hold water in the soil long enough
for the roots to absorb it.

Photos

Quantity (detailed list) Materials (be specific)
250 mL

Topsoil

250 mL

Sand

250 mL

Gravel

9

500 mL Cups

27

Radish Seeds

20 mL/Day/Plant

Water

1

Ruler

1

Phone for Photos

1. Place 250 mL of each soil in 500 mL pots to
make 3 sand, 3 gravel, and 3 topsoil pots.
2. Make 3 finger-size holes in each pot,
two-centimeters deep.
3. Place one seed in each hole, and cover the
hole with soil.
4. Place the pots in a location where each pot
will receive the same amount of sun.
5. Give 20 mL water to pots each day at the
same time.
6. Take a picture of the plant growth every four
days.
7. Each week, measure and record height of
each plant in centimeters.

The growth of the plants was measured in centimeters
with a ruler each week.

Image from
https://msaquaponics.weebly.com/our-experiment.html

Results
After 4 weeks of growth, the plants growing in
the topsoil grew to 5 cm high, the plants growing
in the sand grew to 4 cm high, and the plants
growing in the gravel grew to 3 cm high.

The topsoil that had humus and less space
between the rock particles held water the
longest and helped plants grow best. The
evidence showed that plants in the topsoil grew
almost twice as tall as plants in the gravel. The
plants in sand grew only about 4 cm, but the
topsoil plants grew 5 cm.
The evidence supported my hypothesis. I
predicted that soil that had humus would create
the right size space in soil particles to hold
water best. I also observed that water ran
quickly out of the cups holding gravel.
If we grow vegetables in our yard, we need to
have topsoil mixed into the soil to help hold
water better and have the vegetables grow
better.
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Graph

What variable was changed in your experiment?
(Independent Variable)

What variable was measured in your experiment?
(Dependent Variable)
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Procedure

Variables

The type of soil was changed.

Conclusion
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